2012 optima ex

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Optima. Starting MSRP.
Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 6-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank
capacity Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Packages Technology Package yes
Premium Package yes. Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes
remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation low fuel level warning
yes clock yes compass yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front
head room Rear Seat Dimensions Rear head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder
room Dimensions Front track Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Ground
clearance 5. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to
the Optima. Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes
Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Basic 5 yr.
Drivetrain 10 yr. Rust 5 yr. Hybrid Component 10 yr. Roadside 5 yr. See Optima Inventory. Sign
Up. Beige, leather Gray, leather. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Everyone in every department at Corwin is great! They worked with us and got us the deal
we wanted, they treated us with respect, and took the time to answer our questions even days
after our purchase. We got a good, fair deal and have no regrets buying from them. We'll
definitely be coming back here when we are ready to buy our next vehicle. Wonderful
experience, extremely helpful even if I did not get approval for this vehicle they help me get into
a different one. The saleswoman Brooke was very attentive and very helpful answered all of my
questions promptly. We wound up getting a different vehicle from them. Everything was as they
said it was. This place is the definition of no pressure. The salesman told us the keys were in
everything go through them all find on you would like to test drive bring it up front and we will
give you a license plate to test drive. Great place great people. Umair was very professional and
courteous. Transaction was smooth and easy. We purchased a Jeep Liberty and immediately
took it to our mechanic to inspect. He stated the vehicle was in great shape and asked where we
purchased it. Highly recommend. Emailed them asking for their best price and never got a
answer to my question. Called and asked a sales person and was told he would call me back..
The car was not a good quality. Had multiple issues, dealership offered to fix or repair all
issues, but I had to drive back home the same day 2 states away. Staff was good, vehicle was
just not top notch. Helpful and friendly team at Keffer. I almost bought their car that was a good
deal. Found one in the color I prefer instead. They were quick to respond but I never made it to
the dealer. Kyle the salesperson was super helpful and great! Alex in finance was super rude
when we declined the warranty. Awful, dealer never responded. I called twice to purchase
vehicle and sales person never called me back. I even filled out dealer credit application and
sent my driver license. Dealer notified in advance for the purchase upon arrival car would not
start due to dead battery. Dealer replaced the battery. I purschased the bmw,vehicle was as
described and the people were very nice and friendly. Salesman was clueless about the minivan
he had no details to share. Pulled in and no place to park had to park around the back of the
building and my 8 month pregnant wife had to walk. Wont ever buy a car from this place. Five
stars for their excellent response and follow up. When I visit the dealership, I look forward to
another five star experience. We bought a car from this dealership although it is different from
the one we originally went to test drive. Our experience with our salesman Efreim was fantastic
he made sure we were completely happy. The sales guy Chris was great. He contacted me
within minutes of my request. Everyone at the dealership was friendly. Was just bad timing that
the business office was busy and it took a long time to get in and sign out. Drove to Gulfport to
look at a different vehicle. Found this one while in town. John was very polite, not pushy and
helpful while shopping. We ended up with a different vehicle due to this one being darker,
although it was a very nice van. They were also putting 4 new tires on it and a timing belt. If I
could have found the lighter color we were looking for I would have bought a vehicle here. Good
experience and best thing NOT pushy. Thanks Mr. Worst experience with a dealer I was going to
purchase a vehicle and on that vehicle they promised to fix some things. When I returned to
there dealership 1 week later which is also 3 hours from me they hadn't done anything and still
expected me to pay full price. They are shady do not purchase from them. I rate my experience
with Kings Auto because of your salesman Herman at the top of my list. This dealer was a
terrible experience. I do not recommend them. Not friendly at all. No one helped me. They were
supposed to send me a quote, 2 times after they called me on the phone. Never heard back from
them. Went to the dealership and the person than identified as the sales manager was rude and
condescending. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by

price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Kia Dealer. The
sx turbo has good pick-up and feels great on turns. The eco mode is just okay for fuel economy.
Good price for a used car. I needed a EX Premium Sangria color for a specific reason. I found
one in Columbus OH. Flew out and drove miles back home in less than 3 days. DCT worked like
a true automatic. Incredible amount of safety features making the quick trip much safer.
Fantastic music system. Unbelievable performance from Read more. I purchased this vehicle for
my 18 year old granddaughter. Definitely a winner. It has all the bells and whistles. I drive a
Mercedes and her vehicle has more features than mine. I love it, and so does my granddaughter.
Why Use CarGurus? Before its major overhaul for the model year, the Kia Optima normally
wouldn't have generated even a second look. But thanks to its attractive exterior redesign under
the watchful eye of chief stylist Peter Schreyer formerly of Audi , a new interior, updated
powertrain options, and numerous standard amenities for a relatively low price, the Optima is
generating more sales for Kia in the all important midsize sedan segment. Buyers can choose
from a horsepower, direct injection 2. The base LX is the only model available with a manual
transmission only with the 2. The Optima is capable of as much as 35 mpg highway depending
on configuration. The Kia Optima Hybrid model is also available, using a version of the 2. For
those looking for more comfort and convenience, a variety of packages are available for each
Optima trim level. A technology package available for all trim levels adds a navigation system
with Sirius traffic, rear backup camera and an eight-speaker Infinity audio system. SX models
get rear heated seats and a sweeping panoramic sunroof. Body style: sedan Engines: 2. The
Optima debuted as an all-new model in late It was the first time it had received a dramatic
restyle since its U. The Optima now looks more luxurious and contemporary, and with the
optional horsepower turbo 2. The changes for the Optima mostly center on adding options to
the LX trim level's exterior style. Chrome accented door handles instead of body-colored door
handles and a new standard wheel design are the most notable changes to the LX model. Minor
packaging interior packaging changes have also been made for Having gotten wider and longer
from last year's refresh, the Optima sits on a three-inch-longer wheelbase, and its sweeping
chrome arc that flows from the A to C pillars creates a coupe-like appearance. Base LX models
include inch steel wheels, clear-lens projection headlights, fog lights, heated outside side
mirrors, auto headlights, and standard LED taillights. All models come with a chrome-tipped
dual exhaust tips and integrated side mirror turn-signals. The Optima's cabin is nicely groomed
and tailored, and provides the feeling of luxury. The car's center stack panel is angled 10
degrees toward the driver, lending a sporty touch to the interior and giving the driver a better
view of vehicle functions. EX models and above come with a push button start and smart key.
The Optima's direct-injected and turbocharged 2. The turbo takes the helm as the performance
engine and during Motor Trend testing the turbo moved from 0-to mph in 7. It stopped from 60
mph in feet. Most Optimas are equipped with a hp 2. When tested, the naturally-aspirated
Optima returned from the quarter-mile time in During testing, Motor Trend found the Optima's
electronic stability control was a bit paranoid, as it shuts the throttle down at the most minute
detection of tire slippage. Safety is optimal in the Optima. Six airbags are standard: dual front,
front-seat-mounted side, and full-length side curtains. Four-wheel anti-lock brakes ABS , brake
assist BA , electronic stability control, traction control, hill assist control, and tire-pressure
monitoring is standard as well. Three-point seatbelts for all seating positions, front active
headrests, and side-impact door beams round out the safety features for the Optima. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price
depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an
approximation. See All Specs. Kia Optima Expert Review motortrendauthor. Stylish looks
Powerful engines Upscale interior. All Model Years A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the

service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
The Kia Optima is one of our top picks for a midsize sedan. With evocative styling, a long list of
features and enjoyable driving dynamics, it's easy to see why. There was a time, not long ago,
when the term "family sedan" was associated with sensible -- but dull -- vehicles. While these
volume-selling cars occupied a large chunk of sales, they likely weren't the object of desire.
Once in a while, though, a sedan like the Kia Optima comes along that makes you want it for
more reasons than just how sensibly it transports your family. The Kia Optima sees few
changes from last year, and that suits us just fine. Compared to other family sedans, the Optima
is a styling standout, with a level of aggression and modernity inside and out that we're
accustomed to seeing in much more expensive cars. Thankfully, this beauty is also more than
skin deep, as the Optima also benefits from a better-than-average ride quality and driving
dynamics. Buyers can choose among a mild horsepower 2. And as with other Kias, there's also
a lot of value here, with plenty of standard and optional features including Kia's new Uvo voice
command system , an attractive price, long warranty coverage and top safety scores. The
Optima isn't perfect. Headroom may be an issue for some and it's not quite the sport sedan its
styling would indicate. We've also found that the hybrid doesn't match its lofty EPA estimates
and its advanced components do not operate as smoothly as competing hybrids. But overall
this is still a great sedan. Along with the related Hyundai Sonata and new Volkswagen Passat,
the regular Optima stacks up very favorably against the venerated Honda Accord and greatly
improved new Toyota Camry. To put it simply, the Kia Optima may be an object of desire, but
it's still a sensible family sedan as well. Opting for an LX with the automatic transmission gets
you alloy wheels, cruise control and the availability of the Convenience package, which
consists of an eight-way power driver seat and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. The EX Turbo
gets a more powerful engine, bigger brakes and a different grille design. The SX is also
turbocharged but has a sport-tuned suspension, inch wheels, xenon headlights, a rear lip
spoiler, unique bumper designs, steering-wheel paddle shifters and an upgraded trip computer.
The Optima Hybrid is equipped similarly to the EX, though it has unique inch alloy wheels, a
rearview camera and cloth upholstery. The Technology package offered for all trims except the
manual-equipped LX adds a rearview camera, a navigation system and, on the LX, dual-zone
climate control and rear air vents. The Premium package for the EX and SX adds a panoramic
sunroof, a four-way power passenger seat, driver memory functions, heated and ventilated front
seats, heated rear seats and an eight-speaker Infinity sound system with HD radio and the Uvo
voice-activated electronics interface. The Hybrid's Premium Technology package effectively
combines those two packages and also includes inch wheels, xenon headlights, leather
upholstery and the auto-dimming rearview mirror. A six-speed manual is standard on the LX,
while a six-speed automatic is standard on this and all other Optimas. In California-emissions
states, the Optima has a Super Ultra Low Emissions rating versus Ultra-Low elsewhere resulting
in a lower power output of hp and lb-ft. These Optima Turbo models returned a quick mph time
of 6. This is theoretically outstanding for a car with this much power, but as we've discovered in
our long-term test of an Optima Turbo, your numbers won't come close to those if you
frequently utilize that power. The Kia Optima Hybrid is powered by a 2. Combined power output
peaks at hp and lb-ft of torque. Acceleration from zero to 60 mph requires 8. Standard safety
features on the Kia Optima include four-wheel antilock disc brakes, traction and stability
control, side airbags, side curtain airbags and hill start assist. A rearview camera is optional. In
government crash tests, the Optima earned a top five-star rating for overall safety performance,
with five stars awarded for both overall frontal and side-impact tests. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety gave the Optima a top score of "Good" in frontal-offset, side-impact and roof
strength tests. In Edmunds brake testing, an Optima EX came to a stop from 60 mph in a
class-average distance of feet. The Hybrid and the sportier SX took a few feet more. The Kia
Optima's ride quality is comfortable without being isolating, but the same can't be said of its
numb steering. Thankfully, the steering is at least firmer and more responsive than its more

comfort-tuned Sonata cousin. Overall handling for the Optima is hardly memorable, due mostly
to its conservative tire choice, but it's certainly pleasant and better than average for the
segment. Both of the regular four-cylinder engines are impressive. They produce best-in-class
power and are paired with responsive and smooth-shifting transmissions. The potential for truly
impressive fuel economy is an ample slab of icing on the cake. Less impressive is the Optima
Hybrid. Its electric motor makes accelerating from a dead stop a smooth affair, and at highway
cruising speeds the electric motor can aid with quick bursts of acceleration that make the
engine almost feel turbocharged. However, in low-speed driving or quickly changing traffic
conditions, the hybrid shudders and lurches while deciding which gear it wants. It is similarly
unpredictable under braking. First impressions of the Kia Optima's interior are exceptionally
favorable. Where most other family sedans in this segment fall somewhere between sedate and
bland, the Optima has a distinct European flair. And that should come as no surprise when you
consider that Kia's chief designer used to work for Audi. While the Kia's interior isn't as
sumptuous as an Audi's, there's an abundance of soft-touch materials, and any hard plastics
are at least well textured. The Optima Hybrid's cabin is essentially the same, with a special
gauge cluster that displays hybrid power flow and overall driving style efficiency. This year,
Kia's Uvo pronounced "yoo-voh" electronics interface system is now available on all but the
base LX trims. Similar to Ford's Sync system both are powered by Microsoft , Uvo provides
voice control of cell phones and MP3 players as well as other services such as turn-by-turn
navigation. In our limited testing of Uvo, we found it to work quite well. The Optima has a fairly
spacious cabin with comfortable seats and a solid amount of legroom front and rear. Headroom
particularly in back is a bit tight due to the car's rakish, coupelike roof line. Taller folks should
definitely think twice about the optional panoramic sunroof, as it further decreases headroom.
The Optima's Available styles include Hybrid 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia Optima. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Optima lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Can be tight on headroom disappointing real-world fuel economy and driving
experience for hybrid numb steering. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Kia Optima receives the optional Uvo
voice command system on all but the base models and a minor shuffling of features between
trim levels and option packages. The front seats have also been slightly reshaped for improved
comfort. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Don't be fooled by the Badge. And on my
trip From Texas to Va. I got 33 true MPG, at speeds somewhat above those posted. Read less.
Researched and compared to the Malibu, Camry, Accord, Altima, etc. All this for under 20K after
rebates.. Gas mileage has been 25 around the city and up to 36 on the Hwy. Good in some
aspects, still lacking in a lot more. While there are tons of nice standard features, like the heated
and cooled seats, the turbo, the push button start and the panoramic sunroof, it's easy to tell
the trade-offs Kia sacrificed to appease the value conscious consumer. If y
th400 rebuild manual
onq wiring diagrams
1981 corvette fuse panel diagram
ou're a true car person who pays attention to details and spends a decent amount of time in the
car, spend a little more and get a car from a manufacturer who figures out the details. The car
has great power. It will go when you want it to. The tires are the weak point and you find that out
with wet pavement. The mileage is less than what mfr states on the sticker and on the "ave
mpg" show in the dash. I have now had my SX for a little over a month, its a big step up from my
'96 Camry. I wanted a fun, reliable car that was comfortable with luxury amenities that could
handle my 90 mi round trip commute, yet was fun. I got leather, fun, outstanding warranty, great
design, all the fancy features I wanted, none of the add ons I didn't want. See all reviews of the
Used Kia Optima. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
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